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SJ HOOPS TERS WIN

I (IDA

TWO-DAk DRIVE
SE 1S STUDENT
GOAL AT $1760
By JACK GOLDEN
"All students are urged to contribute as much as possible to
the Red Cross drive," appeals Pat Walsh, student chairman. The
drive closes tomorrow.
"We have just two days to collect $1760 (San Jose State college’s quota) and every cent will help," said Miss Walsh.
Arrangements have been made with faculty members to take

Spartan Five Down Iowa Concert Proves Studio Theater
In Kansas City Tourney Interesting;
Crowd Bowls
By JOHN GOTHBERG
San Jose State’s hoopsters put on a second-half spurt last night
to come from behind and defeat the Iowa Teachers college, 64-58, in
the first round of the NAIB tournament at Kansas City.
Sharpshooting Bob Hagen topped the scoring for State with
22 points. The Iowa teachers held a 33-27 lead over the Spartans at
half time.

Spartans Gain
Tie With Gaels
In Baseball Tilt

,

In a loosely-played and slowmoving game at Moraga yesterday, the Spartan baseball team
had to be content with an 8 to 8
tie against the previously unbeaten St. Marys Gaels.
The Spartans started with a
bang, hopping on the Gael’s starting twirler, Bob Trestler, for four
runs in the first inning. St.
Marys came back with five tallies in their half of the third, added another in the fourth, and
both clubs scored tWo in the
fifth, putting the Moragans ahead
8 to 6. The Spartans tied it up
again in the sixth and the score
remianed deadlocked until the
game was called because of a
time limit after nine full innings
of play.
Bob Santos pitched all the way
was
for
the
Spartans. He
reached for 11 hits and gave up
three walks.
Will Conklin and Ralph Kling
led the Spartans at the plate
with two hits apiece.
Score by innings:
SJS
4 0 0-0 2 2-0 0 0 8 7 , 4
St. Marys 0 0 5-1 2 0-0 0 0 8 11 5

COME TO LIFE
In the second period San Jose
scored 23 points in 10 minutes,
while the Iowans made seven.
Tightening
their
defense and
finding the range made it possible for the Gold and White to
overtake the Teachers.
According to local physical ed.
authorities,
the Spartans will
probably enter the second round
of competition tonight.
There are still 16 teams remaining after the first round of
eliminations.
It is now a question of how
much endurance Coach Walt MoPherson’s Brea unit has.
Each
victory means still another contest has to be played until the
final playoff, which takes place
on Saturday.
Teams possessing
good reserve strength seem to
have the odds in their favor in
this process of elimination.

Walters A Hit
By MARIE HOULE
An attentive audience filled the
Morris Daily auditorium last
night when the Symphonic orchestra, under the able baton of
Dr. Lyle Downey, gave its quarterly concert.
Top honors of the evening’s
performance went to Mr. Gibson
Walters, violin soloist when the
orchestra
played
"Symphonic
Espagnole" (Opus 21) by the
nineteenth century French composer, Edouard Lab. Judging
from the audience’s applause, Mr.
Walter’s performance was well
received.
The two selections by American composers, "Saint Nicholas’
Treasure Ship," by Mauritz Kesnar, and overture, "Rip Van Winkle," by George Chadwick, though
perhaps unfamiliar to many in the
audience, were nevertheless enAl

up collections every hour in all
classes. Dean of Men Pitman explains that collectors will understand that students may have
been approached in other classes,
so student needn’t worry about
contributing in all classes.

At ’Hay Fever’

"The Red Cross drive la not an
arm-twisting enterprise," states
Pitman. "le has been arranged
By PAT O’BRIEN
so that each student can feel free
A
highly
amused
audience to contribute If he so desires."
viewed Noel Coward’s comical
Serving on Miss Walsh’s com"situation" "Hay Fever" in the
mittee are Bob Hines, publicity;
Studio Theater last night.
Bob Madsen and Roy DeSoto,
The "situation" is, what hap- posters; Bob Cronemiller, Margie
pened when each member of the McLean, Bev Clay and Ral Riduninhibited Bliss family invited dle, department heads. Dr. G. A.
(unknown to each other) a guest McCallum is faculty chairman.
home for the weekend.
AN of yesterday, only 75 faculty members had contributed to
the Red Cross drive, stated Dr.
G. A. McCallum, faculty chairman. "Unless the rate of contributions increases, we’ll have to
carry the drive over into finals
week and Into next quarter," said
Clifford Roche gave his usual Dr.
McCallum.
live performance as the blase son.
What contributions that have
William Nelligan played the bewildered guest with a "dead pan" been turned in have been very enexpression that brought much couraging," continued the chairman. Plans are laid for ending
laughter from the iudience.
the drive Friday if the quota is
The audience responded with reached.
equal enthusiasm at the celver
characterizations
wittingly enacted by Ivan Van Perre, Barbara
Vaccaro, Diane Smithem, Conrad
Smith, Yvonne Cadwallader and
Elaine Kahn,
The San Jose State college varsity rifle team will meet a team
from Santa Clara university today
at 1 p.m. on the latter’s range,
The following clubs have not according to Master Sergeant Alyet turned in copy concerning vin Ousey, rifle team coach.
Team captain for today’s match
their organization for La Torre.
This information must be sub- will be Arthur Bayley, who was
mitted to the La Torre office, high point man in the last meet
B95, before the end of this with Santa Clara held March 3.
Other shooters on the Spartan
quarter.
are
Warren
Winovich,
The clubs are: Arnicoma, team
Collegiate Christian Fellowship, George Steele, Carroll Collier,
Catholic Women’s center, Ento- Daniel Hernandez, Kenneth Calmology club, Education club, houn, Harvey Felt, and Bertram
McCarty.
Engineering club, Forestry club,
Target rifles (.22 calibre) will
Mary George Coop, 30 club,
Psychology club, and Women’s be used In the meet, and shooting will be done from the prone,
Athletic association.
kneeling, and standing positions.
Each character showed exceptional abWty in his role.
Rosana Hildreth’s sparkling interpretation of the flippant mother
wove together the other amusing
portrayals.

Other selections on the program
were "A Roman Carnival" (Opus
9), overture, by Berlioz, and
"Symphony No. 2" (Opus 43), by
Sibelius.
Events scheduled by the Music
department for presentation in
April include a recital by a fac16 TEAMS OUT
concert
Hamline, said to be one of the ulty instrumental trio, a
and a
string
quartet
faculty
by
a
strongest teams in the tournaby the music students.
ment, trounced Mercer last night, program
85-41. Manhattan defeated Arkansas State, 65-60, while Consaga edged out Texas Wesleyan,
46-45. Yesterday afternoon Indiana State walloped St. Francis.
Emporia
another,
72-40.
In
downed Loyola (Ohio) 65-57, and
All male students vacating deXavier
crushed
Northwestern
sirable living quarters at the end
Louisiana State, 67-43.
of this quarter are requested to
Coach Walt McPherson is leanget in touch with Miss Bernice
ing heavily upon his first five
Van Gandy of the Dean of Men’s
men.
Chuck
Hughes,
Spartan
Spring quarter class schedules
office.
captain,
is
being
depended
heavare now on sale at the Spartan
Miss Van Gundy would like to
shop for 16 cents, announces ily upon to help hold the team have housing listed with her in
together
during
this
high-pitched
Joe II. West, registrar.
order to enable students to find
oompetition.
the best possible conditions.
"Also, married couples vacatShown viewing part of five thousand post cards to be distributed ing any kind of living space should
By UNITED PRESS
Edited by JACQUE WOLFF
today to students for selection of the three tunes to be played over see me as soon as possible," says
TOKYO--Gen. Douglas MacArthur agreed yesterday to accept
Peer Potter’s disc Jockey show are Ken Calhoun, Louis Nola, Vivian Miss Van Gandy. "While housing
for single perons is available, the 1948 Republican presidential nomination if it is offered him and
BrIzee, and Alice Joy Golder.
Boxes for mailing will be placed at the Spartan Daily office, the there is still a scarcity of living observers believed he would campaign on a platform of vigorously
posing further Russian expansion.
quarters for married persons."
Library arch, the outer quad, and the Spartan Do-nut shop.
SAN JOSE The Civil Aeronautics Authority yesterday investiThe 30-minute broadcast is
gated the crash of a DC-3 cargo plane that crashed and burned in a
scheduled for 10:30 p.m. Wedremote canyon near here Monday night, killing two men.
nesday, March 31, and will be
MOSCOWRussia charged last night that the United States,
centered around life at San
Britain and France were organizing western Germany into a base
Jose State college.
The Spartan tennis team over- for an attack on eastern Europe.
SACRAMENTODaylight saving time for California, beginning
whelmed _ San Francisco Junior
vttual cerhiinti yestelL145,:-Its-lmitli=houRes
college, 7-1, yesterday afternoon
on the Spartan field courts. San the Legislature were on record favoring it.
Francisco’s :.Heth,SUhr_dafeated
government served notice on the British people
Gene Frand66r24, 1-7 iftthe SiesteAay that ea1y additional aid frani-the--United-litates-caa-slive
feature singles.
this country from national bankruptcy, wholesale unemployment ane
Other results are as follows: a steadily declining standard of living.
Don McKenzie (SJ) def. Ed JaJERUSALEM- Jewish political parties agreed yesterday on a
cobson 6-4, 6-4; Dave Parnay (SJ)
council to govern a Jewish state, as the British prepared
32-man
TerEd
7-5;
6-4,
def. Bob Socklov
evacuations from the Holy Land.
large-scale
ry (SJ) def. Fred Rogers 6-1, 6-1;
SHANGHAITwo Soviet Russian P-39 fighter planes attacked
Bulwa
Chet
(SJ- def. Reed
Frank 6-4, 6-2; Jim Waterman a C-46 transport carrying 32 passengers, operated by Claire L. Chem(SJ) def. Bill Covell 4-6, 6-3, 6-4; nault’s China air transport lines, an official of the airway charged
Franco-McKenzie ’(SJ) def. Suhr yesterday.
and Sockolov 9-7, 6-3; ParnayTOKYOPremier-Designate Hitoshi Ashida has completed formaTerry (SJ) def. Jacobson-Torries tion of a cabinet, considered slightly right of center, it was announced
6-0, 6-1.
yesterday.
San Francisco brought a squad
BERKELEYScientists yesterday hailed the artificial producdoubles
third
of 10 men, and the
of meow in the UC cyclotron as "one of the greatest milestones
tion
and- several of their matches were
of all times in fundamental nuclear octane..."
10.11 In progress at press time.

SJ Rifle Team
To Meet SC

I,a Torre Copy Due Now

Vacating? See
Dean’s Office

Class Schedules

OFF THE WIRE

SJS Tennis Team
Overwhelms SFJC

oaseememen
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BITS OF .BANTER
FRiTZ

By

. . . Oh what lovely weather. Everything may be peaches down
in Georgia but we seriously doubt if there will be an abundance of
peaches in the Santa Clara Valley.
In spite of having nice weather during most of this past quarter,
we now find prospects of a week at Santa Cruz dimmed somewhat
by the dismal atmosphere, and excess of humidity that is being predicted for the next few weeks.

Loyola Fourtane, SJS Grad, Exhibits Work Here;
Holds Exclusive Gump Contract For World Orders

SOCIAL SCENES
Delta Gamma . . .

Not only that, but while we young gentlemen (and ladies, too)
Bay area and peninsula Delta
of the college set are in the process of trying to enjoy a week’s vacaGammas will celebrate the fration at Santa Cruz by the sea; we will have our pleasures intruded ternity’s 75th anniversary with
upon by the rude, crude and uncouth high school characters.
a luncheon in the Colonial Room
However, dear friends, we must learn to be tolerant of the folly of the Hotel St. Francis in San
of youth, and should perchance you should inhale an overdose of suds Francisco. Guests include members of Gamma chapter from Uniat some Beach -Bistro, and happend to rub noses (down deep in the
versity of California and Gamma
sawdust) with a youngster
the high school variety, why help the Eta chapter from SanJose State
poor kid out.
college, as well as alumnae from
the area. Gamma Eta advisor,
RULES OF WARFARE
Dr. Gertrude Cavins, and Presi. . It might not be a bad idea to organize ourselves before we dent Margaret McLean will speak.
arrive on the scene of battle. The following are rules of etiquette we
hope the juveniles will have the decency to observe, and the oldsters
(we hope) will take pains to enforce.
Pledges of Pi Beta Sigma had
1. When a car bearing a high school insignia and one bearing
informal
initiation
March
6.
a college Insignia meet at intersections, going at cross directions, the
Pledging will be completed next
college vehicle will have precedence. (Cars bearing no insignia will Saturday afternoon and evening,
drive at their own risk.)
after which a formal initiation
2. Teen agers will wait until their elders have been served at will take place. A banquet and
restaurants, beach concessions, theaters, pool halls, and other places.. dance will follow. Pledges are
Don Craig, Lou Bell, Rus Ford,
However, since we college people are more rugged and used to life,
Jim Elliot, Bob Ulrich, Bob Snacwe will give the youngsters first choice at suitable housing facilities, rell, and James Scott.
where they may be properly chaperoned.

or

Pi Beta Sigma .. .

CURFEW AT DAYBREAK
3. College gatherings MUST end no later than daybreak, as we
must all get at least one hour’s sleep per day, leaving us in good
shape and also leaving the streets clear for the high school hooligans
who are supposed to break up their shindigs and all-night sessions
between the hours of 6:30-7:45 a.m.

Chi Omega . . .

By ALICE JOY GOLDER
Mrs. Loyola Fourtane, former genuine.
"My work is in most European
SJSC student and art instructor,
is currently displaying in the art countries and a great deal in
wing the type of jewelry that South America," remarked the
dark and attractive Mrs. Fourmade her famous.
Mrs. Fourtane, who graduated tane in a letter to Dr. Marques
here in 1920, holds an exclusive E. Reitzel, Art department head.
contract with (lump’s of San "Some of the work is for China
Francisco, Honolulu, Cannel, and and India." Pictures of Mrs. Fourtane and her workshop aboard the
Washington, D. C.
Lassen are also in the disS.S.
this
having
in
fortunate
"We’re
exhibit here at the college," re- play.
marked Warren W. Faus, art inCONGRATULATES PROF
structor. "Mrs. Fourtane is known
Pieces
on exhibit here range in
jewelry
her
all over the world for
to $125 dependand because she was formerly as- price from $3.50
and work. Ed
sociated with our college and has ing on the stone
friends here now, we were able to Kincaid, senior Speech and Drama
get this display for the students to major, arranged the unique display within the showcase.
see."
Commenting on her recent visit
UNIQUE WORKSHOP
to San Jose State, Mrs. FourMrs. Loyola doesn’t have an or- tane told Dr. Reitzel, "You are
Rather she to be congratulated on a number
dinary workshop.
makes her earrings, necklaces, of things distinctly noticeable to
and fine pins aboard the S.S. Las- a returning student and faculty
sesn, a "grand old ship" perman- member. First, the growth in
ently docked at Sausalito, Califor- numbers and quality of your stunia. Here the artist turns out dents.
"The work in classroom spoke
work in silver, gold, raw brass
and copper. The motif she picks, volumes. Then too, I found a busy
in essence usually "bespeaks the enthusiasm among those of your
country from which the stone faculty whom I met,. My visit was
came from." All the stones are quite a thrill."

I

Rally Roses

Kappa Alpha Theta,

HAVE YOU HEARD

Theta Mu Sigma...

Sigma Alpha Epsilon . . .

HERE, THERE AND EVEWW11131E

Idaho Argonaut
"Leave it to the college students to find new ways in which they
ran crib or cheat on a test," offers a feature write on the Idaho
Argonaut. (University of Idaho.)
The latest invention used to crib on a test is the "dummy
watch." The insides of a wrist watch are removed and in its place
a small spool is installed which is connected with the stem. On the
spool is a tiny scroll bearing all the answers to the tough questions
The bare-leg system is another method. A small sheet of paper
Is slipped around the calf of the leg and is held In place by two
rubber bands. During the test, the boy pulls up his pant leg and
mimes thrgugh the test with flying colors.
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THRUST AND PARRY

Members and alumnae of Chi
Omega attended Monday night’s
performance of "Cavelleria Ttlititicana" and "Pagliacci" at the
Civic auditorium as guests of Miss
Dene Denny, of Denny-Watrous Dear Thrust and Parry:
4. High school students must not order bock beer as it is too productions.
As chairman of the Rally comstrong for them, and besides veterans who served in the ETO will
mittee my office will soon be terneed some of this to remind them of some bygone days.
minated, and I would like to take
5. Final rule to be remembered is that no matter what happens,
The members of Kappa Alpha this opportunity to toss a few
if it’s no good, the high school kids did it; if someone rescued someTheta sorority and Sigma Alpha roses to deserving people.
body. else, the college heroes take credit for it.
Epsilon Fraternity held a joint
I would like first to thank the
. . We recommend for your radio listening on Sunday evenings meeting at the La Rinconada Music department, Jim Gillen and
"Twenty Questions" wherein some pertinent questions are used to Country club on Thursday, March the band for their splendid co4. Entertainment was furnished operation. These people added a
obtain rather tlusive subjects. Mutual, at 8 p.m.
by the SAE pledges and pledge great deal to the basketball
captain Jim Wilson.
games, and always were willing to
help out. I also would like to
thank Bill False and his staff for
their service and friendly advice,
Theta Mu Sigma, social frater- also faculty members such as
By BEE KAY
’nity, in a formal initiation accept- Dean Dimmick, Dean Pitman, and
ed five members Wednesday night others.
Rhoda Strauss, freshman Social Welfare major from Millbrae, at a banquet held at the St. Claire
I also would like to thank the
announced Jher engagement to Les Kaplan, now employed in San hotel.
Spartan Daily for their cooperaNew
R.
Bruce
Heimembers
are
Mateo.
tion, the P. E. department, and
The couple will live in San Mateo, following an August wedding. sey, Kenneth Hopper, Jack Hubbs, those students along with Ray
Charles Jones, and Louis Nola.
Dr. Donald D. Glad, retiring ad- Bishop that helped make the
the basketball team a
An April wedding is planned for Lynn Drummer and Del De viser, was presented with a brief- Rally for
success.
huge
case
as
a
farewell
gift from the
Vilbiss, both of this city.
Our season was a very enjoyThe bride-to-be majored in pre-med while at State, where she fraternity.
able one; members of the Cornwas affiliated with Kappa Phi, national Methodist women’s society.
.mittee have done splendidly along
The future bridegroom took a pre-legal course here and will rewith the yell leaders and the song
sume his studies in the Fall.
Informal initiation was held girls. I sincerely have enjoyed
Friday night, with Jim Wilson and working with this fine group of
Bob Wheeler in charge.
students that has maintained an
Leslie Dunbar, sophomore Speech major from Palo Alto, recently
Pledges are Jack Schrader, Earl active interest in school athletic
announced her Intention to wed James Jay Payne, of San Jose.
Moorhead, Bob Balrnore, Bob Seal,
Spartans may remember Leslie as last year’s Spardi Gras queen Ed Miller, Bob Brady, Bob Kel- affairs.
Yours for a better school spirit,
candidate sponsored by the freshman class.
ler, Mike Thomas, Don Siddall, consequently a greater
Sparta,
Her fiance is a police major, and holds membership in Delta Jim Stewart, Bruce Newcomb.
Robert Culp, ASB 281
Theta Omega.
_
No date has been set for the wedding.
The superior_inanALliberaL toDanas_Wahnat_Altractioas
wards others’ opinions, but does
AUDITORIUM, SAN JOSE
not completely agree with them;
NEXT
FRI., MAR. 12, 8:30
the inferior man agrees with
opirddnit is nor
with them.Confucius.
Edited by RONNIE BAKER
"ONE OF THE THREE GREATEST
LIVING"

Prokofieff Sonata,
Bach Chaconne
Studnts 90c

Dirty Politics?
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Nothing can reveal an individual’s true character better than
politics and the extent of his relations herewith. Nothing can determine an individual’s potential
political ability better than a
school election,
Having witnessed a most superb
exhibition of political maneuvering in the recent elimination of a
certain candidate, I feel it most
appropriate to acknowledge the
mastery of such labors and to
commend those deserving.
Politically subservient,
4

ASB 471, 1086

Abundance, like
man.Franklin.

want,

ruins

FOR THE BEST IN HOME
COOKED FOOD

KEN’S PINE INN

Ballard 2634

255 S. 2nd

.6)
Presenting
etouLaude =

IZAM-FREE
NYLONS
WITH PAT1NTID

Aud. Box Office

FRI., MAR. 19 at 8:30

San Francisco
SymphonyOrchestra
PIERRE MONTEUX, Conductor

Corinne Lacomble, Piano Soloist
Berlioz Fantastic, Von Weber,
Mozart Concerto in A, Ravel
$1.30, $1.80, $2.40, $3.00 inc. tax
Civic Aud. Col. 7087

Here are the nylon. that lend
distinction to your important occa.
sonson campus and off.Ille Seal
of the DArec.tria TWINS identifies
their exclusive Gusset Heel*
111
for anlile.hugging fit, their
Cussetoe for comfort ... their
sleek, seam rot loveliness.
Sold under leading brand
namee at smrt college
ANY, Ir.
shop. and @tore&
omit FM. lb. MIMI

NSA REGIONAL OFFICERS Summer Plans
INVITED TO SPEAK HERE Include Study ERO SOPHIAN SOCIETY
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE, March 6Tentative ar- Of California
GETS ALPHA PHI CHARTER
rangements for an appearance of Dick Heggie, senior regional coWednesday, March 10, 1948
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California’s Centennial, being’
chairman of the National Students association, and Sally Holt, NSA
Alpha Phi, one of the oldest women’s Greek letter fraternities,
in 1948, 1949, and 1950
celebrated
recording secretary, before the San Jose State college Student Coun- will be emphasized
this
weekend
granted its 47th charter to the Ero Sophian society at
during the
cil, were made here today.
1948 Summer session, Registrar San Jose State college.
Patty Polk, student body vice-president from San Jose, set April Joe H. West announced today.
The local chapter, to be known as Beta Psi, was installed SaturSeveral courses dealing with Cali5 as the date for the meeting.
the Berkeley house of the Col Alpha Phi chapter. Granting
at
day
fornia history and natural reBoth Heggie and Miss Holt are
of
the
charter
at the Berkeley Women’s City club followed the insources
will
be
offered.
In
the
University of California
students.

in
he
ires
id
na
(rhe
is -
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SJ DELEGATES
Miss Polk and Virginia Wall attended the sub-regional
NSA
meeting held here. Purpose of the
meeting was to discuss campus
problems, and proposed NSA
projects. Heggie presided over
the informal meeting of delegates
from Cal Aggie, Mills college, University of California, College of
Holy Names, Stanford university,
Santa Clara university, Sacrament& State college, San Francisco
State college, and San Jose State
college.
Enurnertions of NSA activities
On the various campuses were
made by the delegates. It. was
announced that a glee club festival will be held in the War Memorial Opera House in San Francisco April 15.
Participating in
the performance will be glee clubs
from Cal, Mills, Santa Clara,
Stanford and other unnamed colleges. This is sponsored by NSA
with proceeds going to the World
Student Service Fund.
FOREIGN TRAVEL
Foreign travel, study and work
opportunities are being compiled
by the University of California
NSA. Information on these subjects are available from the university.
(Some pamphlets are
available in the Publications office.)
Both Stanford and Cal are formulating plans for NSA privilege
cards, which will offer reductions
in travel expenses for students.
When the plan has been worked
out, it will be preeented to the
entire region, which includes California, Nevada and Hawaii.
A suggested date for the spring
Regional assembly meeting was
April 24.

Bentel. To Address
Journalism Meet
In Austin, Texas
Dwight Bentel, head of the
Journalism department, will give
an address on trends and developments in college journalism education at the Southwestern Journalism Congress at Austin, Tex.,
on March 20.
Representatives from 21 southwestern universities are attending
the meeting.
Other speakers will be Frank
L. Mott, Dean of the School of
Journalism at the University of
Missouri; Loveta Culp Hobby, former chief of the WACs and now
publisher of the Houston Post;
Margaret Bourke-White, famous
photographer; and Ervin D. Canhan, editor of the Christian Science Monitor.

Levy Announces
Pageant Contest
Nat Levy, chairman of the Alameda county Centennial committee, today announced a conteet
for original manuscripts of an historical pageant to be presented at
rninster Arripitheater, Joaquin Miller park, Oakland, in September, as part of a centennial

’We are offering a $1000 prize
to the author submitting the winning manuscript," Levy stated
Registration sheets and copies
of rules may be obtained I)! writing to Joseph C. Tobin, secretary,
Alameda county Centennial committee, room 1111, City Hall, Oakland 12, California.
35c

BOX LUNCH

35c

or you may select
SANDWICHES PIE - MILK ETC.
For Bag Lunches
SAN JOSE BOX LUNCH
SELF SERVICE 135 E. San Antonio

Felse Elected
iairman
Of Managers

Demonstration school, which is a
regular part of the Summer session program, projects suitable for
use In centennial observances in
the schools of the state will be
undertaken.

stallation services.
Pledges and
new members were honored at a
banquet Saturday night.
Sunday the new chapter held a
formal reception in the Empire
room of the Sainte, Claire hotel.
Alpha Phi was founded in 1872
and was the first women’s fraternity to occupy or own a chapter
house.
The house was built in
1886 in Syracuse, N. Y., where
Alpha Phi was founded.
In 1902 the organization called
a meeting of all women’s national
fraternities.
The national Panhellenic conference, which meets
biennially, was formed as a result of this meeting.
The fraternity is international
In scope and has chapters in three
Canadian universities, Toronto,
British Columbia and Manitoba,
as well as in outstanding universities and colleges in the United
States.
There are 122 alumnae
chapters and clubs in the United
States and Canada.
Alpha Phi’s philanthropy is caridic aid, with special reference to
children.
Alumnae and college
chapters throughout the country
contribute personal service in hospitals, convalescent wards and in
homes.
Funds also have been
raised to provide for blue baby operations.

New House
To Open
Next Quarter

Registration for the six-weeks’
Summer session will be held Monday, June 28, with classes starting June 29. The session will end
A house at 470 S. Eleventh
August 6. Courses will be offered
in sixteen departments by a staff street has been purchased by Gamof ninety instructors, including ma Phi Beta, national Panhellenic
sorority, for the use of the local
about twenty visiting teachers.
Gamma Phi Beta chapter beginSUMMER THEATER
ning spring quarter.
Phi Kappa Pi society, local soOne of the new features of this
year’s Summer session will be a cial sorority, was pledged to GamSummer school of the theater of- ma Phi Beta early in January,
fered by the Speech and Drama and 18 new pledges were added afdepartment. Courses will be of- ter the rush season. Initiation and
fered in play production, make- installation ceremonies will be
up, directing, acting. voice and held April 25 and 26.
A nucleus of sorority members
diction and six plays will be produced by student casts, one each will live In the house beginning
week of the session. Each play April 1, and it will be brought to
will be given three nights and full capacity (20 or Vt women)
will provide entertainment for the next fa/1 quarter. Sorority meetstudents as well as experience for ings and other functions will be
held at the house.
the members of the casts.
Barbara Brewster, junior from
The demonstration school will royale,
is chapter president.
be conducted at the Horace Mann. Esther Weakley, junior from El
school for children ’from kinder- Centro, will serve
as house presigarten through the eighth grade.
dent. Faculty advisers are Mrs.
Applications for enrollment may John
Spurgeon and Mrs. Alfred
be made between April 1 and June Gordoy. Gamma Phi Beta
alum26 with Miss Katharine II. Ball nae advisers are Mrs. Ron Avery
of the city school system.
and Mrs. 0. C. Williams of San
Jose.
RECREATION
3c A GAL. ON REGULAR
Recreational activities to be of31/2c A GAL. ON ETHYL
Accidents will occur in the best
fered to students attending will
It’s true, Guys and Gels. Buy
include excursions to the Lick families.Dickens.
your gasoline at the SAAYON
Observatory and Big Basin, conSTATION. 4th and William.
certs, dances, plays, teas, and barTERM PAPERS TYPED
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
becues, swimming, and folk dancing.
Courses will be offered in the
art, commerce, education, engiFast, efficient work. Student rites.
neering. English, hygiene, indusPhone Col. 8100-M or CoL 4469-W
N.E. Co,. 4th & Williern
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER
trial arts, journalism, librarianship mathematics, music, natural
Bruce McCoy, institution parole science, physical education, psyofficer at San Quentin prison, ad- chology, social science and speech
A PENNY EARNED
A PENNY SAVED
dressed Claude Settles’ penology and drama departments.
class Monday morning.
It is important that parolees
be given every opportunity for a
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
good social adjustment. Some 97
per cent of all inmates of United
Close to College Close to town
States prisons average only a twoyear stay, and upon release, when
SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
they again face society, they must
1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
William
275 E.
be accepted without prejudice,"
Commenting on the Drama deMr. McCoy emphasized.
Ballard 60
Plant
Main
Street
25-29 S. Third
partment’s triumphantly successThe lecture was one of a series ful production of Euripides’ tragWillow
231
St.
Clara
332 E. Santa
planned by Mr. Settles to include edy, "Medea," Dr. Hugh W. Gillis
1335 Lincoln
24+h and Santa Clara St
leaders in the field of penology. remarked,
’Medea’
"I
believe
Various class members have vis- equaled our production of ’Hamited the Santa Clara county jail, let’ and ’Peer Gynt’."
and State of California prisons at
Dr. Gana was particularly imSan Quentin, Soledad, Tehachipi pressed with the intensity of the
and Chino. A trip to Alcatraz is audience. "I’m sure many were
scheduled later in the course.
surprised at the unusual audience
attention," he said. The hour and
a half production ran without a
break, and attention was strict
throughout.
Dr. James Clancy’s adaptation
of the famous Greek story may be
Albany’s Pest Control Laboraseen at Stanford the first of next
tory and laboratories at the Unimonth; this may take care of perversity of California will be visitsons who were unable to obtain
ed today by the Entomology club tickets for the Little Theater
and the economic entomology production, he said.
class, declares Hal Greenfield, the
club president.
"At Cal we will see agricultural
eoatrol inesaares of insect vectors in relation to plant diseases,"
Harold "Rd" Grange, the "Gene,he explains. "Dr. E. 0, Essig will
1-Ibe
ing Ghost," gained renown playing
conduct us about the laborsKieft
for Illinois against Michigan in 1924;
dna"
he handled 01. ball only five times
and scored five touchdowns. His
For adventure in good eating
was "77."
numeral
r
try a savory selection
teed
Os,,,
cooked by
William Felse, San Jose State
college graduate manager, was
elected chairman of an informal
association of graduate managers
from eight State and private colleges held here over the week
end.
Formal establishment of an Association of Business Managers of
Students’ Affairs is expected at
the next meeting of the group, to
be held in May, Felse said yesterday. Site of the meeting is undecided.
Arthur Safstrom, Fresno State
college graduate manager, was
charged with preparation of a
standardized confirmation form
for visiting actives to be submitted to the group for approval
in May.
As explained by Felse, the form,
to be used interchangeably among
all the schools in the organization, will give all information
needed by all teams traveling between schools, from cost of hotel reservations to taxi fare from
the railroad station to the school’s
campus.
"This form will be used by all
teams from football to debate,"
Felse declared. "It will give us
all the information that we need
beforehand, and will enable us to
plan our traveling budgets more
closely."
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Grad Students
Must Apply
By April 16.,

Wednesday, March 10, 1948

Grade Envelopes
Envelopes for grade cards
will be available in front of the
Information office from March
11 to 18.
Students may get their grades
mailed home by addressing an
envelope, depositing a nickel inside, and placing the envelope
in the receptable provided for
the purpose.

Candidates for June and August
graduation must file applications
with Mrs. Margaret Henningsen
In the Registrar’s office before
April 16. "This applies to candidates both for post-graduate credentials and bachelor degrees,"
says Mrs. Henningsen.
Department heads’ approvals of
majors (except for Education majors) and minors should be filed
The first quarterly student
on forms available in the Regis- forum will open in the college
trar’s office before applying for Little Theater tonight at 8 o’clock,
graduation.
announces the Speech department.
Mrs. Pauline Bennett, De ForFEES
GRADUATION
est Andrews, Donald Mertens, and
June 10 is the deadline for pay- Gale McGuire will present a symment of the graduation fee of $10, posium on the question "Should
which must be paid in the Busi- the United States Adopt Universal
ness office. This applies to June Military Training?"
and August graduates, Mrs. HenWhen speeches and questions
ningsen states.
among student speakers comCandidates receiving teaching mence, the chairman will turn
credentials must pay a three dol- the question into a forum discuslar fee, in the form of a post of- sion. Jeatudne Gilliland will act
fice money order or bank draft as chairman.
The forum is open to the public.
made payable to the State Department of Education, and should
have it in the Registrar’s office
by April 19.
, Veterans under the GI BM must
apply for the credential charge
under the Bill with Mitt Erbine
Elam in room IS.

Student Forum
Opens Tonight

Three Students
To Participate
In Last Recital

HEALTH EXAMS
Health examinations are necessary only for candidates for teachAppointments
ing credentials.
must be made at the Health office
immediately following application
for the credential, adds Mrs. Henni ngsen.
December and March graduates
who plan to participate in June
commencement exercises should
bring diplomas and cases to the
Registrar’s office well in advance
of the first rehearsal.

G. E’s Can Apply
For Scholarships
Students planning to obtain
general elementary teaching credentials may apply for scholarships offered by the California
Congress of Parents and Teachers.
These scholarships give the students $300 yearly for a maximum
of four and a half years. Students
in any level of college may apply.

Three students will participate
In the last informal made recital
to be presented thia quarter in
room 10 of the Music building today at 12 noon, according to a report from the Music department.
The program will include Weiniawsld’s "Romance" by Theresa
Pori, violinist; Penn’s "Carissima"
and Puccini’s "Quando men vo"
by Mildred Gong, soprano; and
-Two Preludes" (E flat Major and
A Minor) by Nelda Parker, pianist.
Students are urged by Benning
Dexter, in charge of the program,
to be on time as the recital will
begin at exactly 12:01.

Pick I Tp Proofs
Students must pick up their
La Torre proofs at the Norman
Wing studio before 4:30 p.m.
Thursday. The studio will choose
the best proof of those that are
not picked up by the students
for the yearbook.

Announcements
ALPHA CHI EPSILON: Emergency meeting tomorrow in room
153.
NEWMAN CLUB basket ball
team meet in the small gym today at 1:10. .Be in uniform for
LaTorre pictures.
NOVICE BOXERS, sponsored
by the Newman club, be present
In the Men’s gym toda yat 1:10
for LaTorre pictures.
STUDENTS interested in taking Nature Study 100 in the
spring quarter report to the Education office, room 61.
THE FOLLOWING NAMES
OF MEN report to the Men’s gym
today at 4:30 for LaTorre pictures: Johnson, Rivera, Ratcliff,
Gray, Nelson, Nutt, N. Diez,
Schaeffer, Furtado, you, Shouse,
DeSoto, Graff, Forsythe, McDowell, Groves, Viskovitch, Carlson,
Cudmore, Ctuiman, A guir r e,
Townsend,- Bryan,, Martini...ayocca, Richardson, Anderson, Fonat 6
G.E. and K.P. student teachers tes, Franusich, Scheberries, Nasfor-spring quarter_ineetinlloom lund, Davin’, Hirata, DiMello,
Fan--T-Dillen&detto, Tafoya.
1-17 at 1230 ’today.

DEUTSCHE SINGST UNDE :
Today in rOom 21 at 3:30 p.m.
LaTorre
FORESTRY CLUB:
pictures to be taken today in the
inner quad at 11:40 a.m.
RADIO CLUB: Meet in the
Science building basement at 7:30
p.m.
MU DELTA PI: Meet in room
119 tonight at 7.
DELTA THETA OMEGA: Tonight in room 133 at 7:30.
STUDENT Y membership and
recreatitn committees meet in the
,Student Y today at 4:30 p.m.
FRONTIERS IN WORLD
PEACE: Student Y at 7:30 p.m.
DIME-A-MITE: Student Y al
12 noon.
-STUDENT Y executive committee: Today in the Student Y at
3:30 p.m.
YOUNG MEN’S Southwest
maden Chowder and Marching so-

’Hubbard Has
Big Turnout
Of Gridmen

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Mon. Mar. 15 Classes mooting at

7:30- 9:10
7:30 MWF, Daily
Coach Bill Hubbard was well 9:20-11:00
9:30 TTh
pleased with the turnout of SO 11:10-12:50 11:30 MWF, Daily
men that greeted the pre-spring
1:30 TTh
1:40- 3:20
training meeting he held Monday 3:30- 5:10
3:30 MWF, Deily
afternoon.
"We’ve lost many key men
through graduation and a few be- Tues. Mar. 16 Classes meeting at
cause of injuries," Hubbard stat- 7:30- 9:10
7:30 TTh
ed, "but we have able replace- 9:20-11:00
9:30 MWF, Daily
ments."
11:10-12:50 11:30 11’h
Just how many replacements
1:30 MWF, Daily
Hubbard will have at his depleted 1:40- 3:20
TTh
3:30
3:305:10
guard and tackle spots will be
unknown until next quarter, when
junior college transfers are expected to bolster the football
ranks for next season’s team.
Among his lettermen who are
expected to return, the Spartan
football head can be reasonably
sure of Chuck Hughes, Pete Denevi, Fred Mancini, Jack Faulk, Joe
Miss Joyce Backus, head libraJuliano, Mel Stein, Junior Mor- rian, and Miss Helen Bullock,
gan, Silly Parton, Jack Donald- education librarian, will attend a
son, Harry Russell, Vince Sem- state-wide meeting of the School
pronto, Steve O’Meara, Gene Bar- Library association of California
bier, George Keene, Ken Johnson, to be held in Fresno, Friday and
Joe SanFillipo, Harley Dow, Art Saturday. The convention is to be
Allen and Fred Silva.
held at the Hotel Californian and
Others expected to return in- delegates from all parts of the
Bob
Cutclude John Buthenuth,
state will be in attendance.
ler, Art Stansfield, Ernie Johnson,
Miss Backus and Mies Bullock
Marvin Johnson, Pete Franusich both are past presidents of the
and several freshman players state association, and Miss Bulfrom Bud Winter’s 1947 squad.
lock is chairman of the NominatHubbard will begin practice at ing committee this year. They
the start of the quarter with new- plan to remain in Fresno until
comers to the team, and veteran Monday in order to visit the
players will begin extensive train- Fresno State college library and
ing about May 1, after getting some of the Fresno
city school
themselves in top shape during
libraries.
the start of spring quarter.

Library Heads
To Attend
SUS. Meeting

Miss van der Wal Frosh To Install
To Address Group Spring Officers
The Freshman class will hold
an installation and business meeting tomorrow at 4:30 in room 24,
Wiley Jackson, retiring chairman,
announced today.
Officers to be installed are:
Arthur Butler, president; Nancy
Etherton, vice-president; Sally
Moody, secretary; Connie Young,
treasurer; and Bob Madsen and
Roy de Soto, student council representatives.
Jackson urged all freshmen to
attend the installation and meeting, and stated, "This meeting
wW give freshmen a chance to
meet the officers who are going
to make next quarter the most
Students interested in any of successful ever for the Freshman
the following positions should con- class."
tact Miss Doris Robinson in the
Placement office:
You can’t trust men.--McCarthy
FULL TIME position as truck
driver. Salary $275, with opportunity for advancement.
ABE PARKER’S
TEACHING positions are available in more isolated localities.
Salaries start at $3000.
GRADUATES in accounting interested in junior accounting auditor position. California State
service.
OPENING for person to repair
Does your car
and service business machines in
this area. Degree is not necessary. Salary paid during trainIf it does,
ing period. Good opportunity for
It needs
advancement.

Miss Tia van der Wal, P. E. major from the Netherlands, will
speak to the World Peace group
and all interested students tonight
in the Student Y lounge at 7:30.
She will talk on conditions in
the Netherlands during the war
and the students’ role In building
received the major portion of her
world peace. Miss van der Wal
received the major portion of her
education in the Netherlands, and
has spent the last two years
studying in the United States.

Job Shop

Wed. Mar. 17 Class*: meeting at
7:30- 9:10
8:30 MWF, Daily
9:20-11:00 10:30 TTh
11:10-12:50 12:30 MWF, Daily
1:40- 3:20
2:30 TTh
4:30 MWF, Daily
3:30- 5:10
Thurs. Mar. 18 Classes meeting at
7:30- 9:10
8:30 TTh
9:20-11:00 10:30 MWF, Daily
11:10-12:50 12:30 TTh
1:40- 3:20
2:30 MWF, Daily
3:30- 5:10
4:30 TTh

Psych Department
To Add Courses
For Spring Term
Elmo Robinson of the Psychology department has announced the
addition of three new courses in
Philosophy for spring quarter.
Semantics to be taught by Dr.
Donald H. Alden is being offered
in the lower division category. No
prerequisites are necessary for
this course in the philosophy of
language.
For upper division students, Mr.
Robinson himself will be teaching
the Philosophical Basis of Democracy which can be used to satisfy the state requirement for
American Institutions. At the request of numerous students Mr.
Robinson also will be instructing
a class in the Philosophy of Religion.
Mr. Robinson stated that students interested in further information on these courses may see
him in his office, room 112.

Chattel-ton
Pies
Are GOOD piesplump

and juicy and full of fruit or
rich and creamy with crisp,
flaky crust.

CHATTERTON
BAKERY
211-223 South Scond St.
(Opposite Y.W.C.A.)

Garden City CHEVROLET Co.

ARTISTS! Your Best Be
Is The Art Department of
San Jose Paint & Wallpaper

WHEEL
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Just two blocks
off campus

Bring it in
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Open
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SPORTS

Si TRACKMEN
SAN JOSE GOLFERS OPEN SEASON
TO GO SOUTH;
AGAINST COP TIGERS FRIDAY
MEET OLYMPIANS

With nine men set to leave Friday for the invasion of the southWednesday, March 10, 1948
land where they will participate
in the Long Beach Relays Saturday, the Spartan trackmen are
preparing for the Olympic Club
invasion here next week.
The Olympians are bringing
along a formidable team which
Ed. Note.The following is the second of a series of four articles may include the might4, Hal
Davis, who is expected to be an
tracing the progress of wrestling from its inception to its present Olympic team threat in London
status in the American sports scene. The author is Jack O’Neil of San this year. Davis was tutored in
Quentin and is printed through the courtesy of Mel Bruno, former track by Spartan Coach Bud Winter at Salinas Junior college a few
Spartan wrestler, and athletic director of all state penal institutions. years
ago.
Throughout the middle ages inSome outstanding races are on
ternational wrestling tournaments the slab for the
Olympic Club
were frequent occurences. Fete meet which is set for
next SaturDays established by kings usually day, March 20, at the
local stafound a series
of grappling dium. Probably the best one
will
matches at the top of the pro- pit our Don Smalley
against
gram.
Davis. They may run both the
A country possessing a wrest- 100 and 220.
ling champion during these times
In the mile, Gene Haynes will
considered such a possession sec- run against Girard, while Thelno
By JOHN GOTHBERG
ond only to a powerful army. Knowles goes against
Lehman in
Coach Charley Walker’s swim- Most of the world powers be- the half mile. Merle Knox faces
lieved
that
such
a
country
was
ming teams seems to have the
the speedy Coughlan in the other
kind of material that could very superior athletically and possibly featured race.
easily bring home a CCAA cham- in other ways. This was especially
There also will be several field
true in France and England. The events and close competition will
pionship.
world’s wrestling champion was be offered.
SPARTANS IMPROVE
the winner of the title bout beThe field events offers some of
Their meets with California and tween their respective champions.
the best competition ’which the
St. Mary’s proved the strength
WRESTLING IN 1500
Spartans probably will face in
of the Spartan mermen in cerProbably the only match be- dual meets all season.
Woody
tain events. College of Pacific is
tween world monarchs occurred Linn faces Delaney in the shot,
the strongest league team with
the
(luring
1500,s.
England’s while Ray Overhouse meets Flood
which they will have to contend
wrestlers were far superior to the in the discus. Howard Overhouse
this season. The Tigers are said
French at this time and during faces formidable opposition in the
to have one of the finest teams
one title bout King Francis I of pole vault where he faces Guinn
in the school’s history.
France lost his temper under the Smith ex-California star. Connie
Walker has been filling his goading of King Henry VIII. In N’arneck meets Willard Smith in
weak spots with members of his full view King Francis lept upon the high jump.
strong freshmen team.
Wally King Henry in the royal box.
Hofman,
speedy
back
stroke Attendants stopped the match beswimmer, is one of those in this fore any damage was done.
group. Ray Bennett, frosh free
Many different styles of wreststyle man, is another that has ling were used during this era.
been used in the varsity meets.
The three principal English styles
were the Cornish, Lancashire, and
McCONNELL
The College of Pacific Tigers
Pat McConnell is one of the Devonshire. Roughest of the three
outstanding men on the squad. was the Lanchashire. The French maintained their superiority over
McConnell, ace diver, is undefeat- permitted holds only from the the San Jose State college neted against Stanford, California, waist up and prohibited tripping men Saturday by defeating the
and St. Mary’s and may very like- while the Germans did all their locals by a score of 6-3, on the
local courts.
ly go unbeaten this year. In the wrestling on the ground.
California meet, he outpointed
SUMO WRESTLERS
COP TAKES SIX
Jack Lavery, PCC champion last
Probably the world’s most deThe visitors won four single
year.
voted wrestling enthusiasts are matches and two doubles to conEd Rudloff is Sparta’s expert the Japanese. Since pre-Christian quer the Spartans. Outstanding
breast stroke swimmer. Ed was times wrestling has been the na- netmen for the San Jose State
one of the mainstRys on last fall’s tional sport in Japan. At public college net squad were Chet Bultop notch water polo team. He is ceremonies and fetes for the Em- wa and Jim Waterman who were
being used in both the 200-yard peror contests between the giant the only ones to down the Pacific
breast and the 300-yard medley Sumo wrestlers were held. Inter- netmen. They later combined to
events.
marriage for 20 centuries has pro- win a doubles match.
Jack Daly, captain of this year’s duced Sumo wrestlers averaging
Hamilton and Pfister led the
team, is San Jose’s best in the 5 feet 8 inches in height and scal- Tiger attack winning their singles
100-yard free style. Daly also ing from 300 to 400 pounds.. Pres- and then combined to down our
swims in the all important 400- ent Sumo wrestling differs con- number one doubles team of Gene
yard relay.
siderably from American wrest- Franco and Don McKenzie. In
ling. A Sumo is considered de- the feature single match, HamilTHE SQUAD
feated when his hand or knee ton downed Franco 6-4 and 6-2.
These are only a few of Coach touches the ring boundary.
Walker’s good swimmers. Some
MATCHES
MANY STYLES
of his other outstanding men inPfister
from McKenzie 6-2
won
Various styles of wrestling in
clude: Tudor Bogart, George Hod and 6-4, while Arbuckle of COP
America
were
introduced
by
Enggins, Dave Moore. Frank Peters,
nipped Dave Parnay of San Jose
Pete Wolff, Earl Guisness, and lish, French, Dutch, and Spanish by a 6-4 margin in both seta. Colsettlers.
Prior
to
colonization
of
Tom Daly.
lins had a hard time winning from
The varsity’s next meet is not the New World the American In- Ed Terry of the Spartans. The
dians
had
engaged
in
a
form
of
until March 19 when they meet
match score was 6-3, 8-10 and 6-3.
Cal Poly at San Luis Obispo. Fol- wrestling. During colonial days In the other doubles, Arbuckle
wrestling
contests
were
held
at
lowing this the Spartans continue
and Collins won from Parnay and
on south to Arizona where they most social gatherings. More for- Terry.
mal
programs
with
bouts
arrangwill meet Arizona State college.
The freshmen have their next ed between local champions became common with the expansion
LOS ANGELES, March 9, (UP)
meet atis Friday in the local pool
Mickey Walker, former welterwhen they swim against San Jose of the colonies.
weight and middleweight boxing
High.
cultural, Reedley, Cal., and Weber, champion, will begin a tour of
Utah, Riverside and Bakersfield, the Pacific coast as a wrestling
Santa Ana and Glendale, and referee at the Olympic Auditorium here tomorrow.
Compton and Fullerton.
COMPTON, Cal, March 9. (UP)
-Five conference champions held
ari edgif5as 16--western juessy
MARCH 12TH
nior college teams opened the
five-day Western State College
5
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WRITER TRACES WRESTLING
HISTORY THRU OUR COLONIAL ERA

SJSC NATATORS
HAVE POTENTIAL
TITLE MATERIAL

COP TIGERS DOWN
SPARTAN HENN

When the
agaonst COP,
shotmakers in
Country Club,
teaching them

By BUD SCHULTZ
Spartan golf team tees off on its 1948 schedule Friday
it will be doing so with one of the finest groups of
collegiate ranks. Eddie Duino, pro at the San Jose
is tutoring the team and his biggest problem is not
how to play, but in selecting six men from a group of

ten, all of whom are capable fairway artists.

PURDY AND KNOX
WIN DISTANCE
RACES IN CITY

POSITIONS
The first four positions are secured by Bobby Harris, Ell Bariteau, Ross Smith, and Morgan
Fotteral.
Six men are "shooting it out"
for the other two positions on the
team. They are Warren Maccarty,
Ruskin Sheppard, Howard Verutti,
Jay Hopkins, Cliff Chaney. and
Jim Wilson.
Duino plans to carry ten, using
four alternates. All of these men
are par golf shooters when they
are on. The alternates also will
be the top men on the junior varsity squad.

Two San Jose State college
track stars, who were outstanding
in the animal Interclass Track
Meet held at the local stadium
last Thursday afternoon, won first
place honors in both the senior
and Junior division of the Pacific
Association AAU distance runs
held in San Francisco Sunday afternoon.
Merle Knox grabbed a first
THE SCHEDULE
place in the senior division by
March 12: (’OP here.
winning the five and a half mile
March 19: California here.
distance race. He set a new recMarch 25, 28, 27: Northern Calif. ord in doing so. His time was 27
intercollegiate at Peso Tempe. minutes and 35 seconds. Knox
knocked off 29 seconds of the preApril 1: St. Mary’s there.
vious mark
April 9: California there.
Meantime Dore Purdy, ace
April 17: Stanford here.
Frosh track star, won the three
April 23: St. Mary’s here.
and three quarter mile distance
April 30: COP there.
in the junior division. His time
May 7, 8: CCAA at Santa Bar- was 13 minutes and 57 seconds.
bara.
This was 19 seconds under the
May 15: Stanford there.
old previous best mark.
June 25, 26: National Intercollegiate at Stanford.
..4=1.

JUNIOR VARSITY SCHEDULE
April 1: Salinas JC at Del Monte.
April 15: Salinas here.
April 16: Modesto JC here.
May 6: Menlo JC there.
May 8: Modesto JC there.
May 20: Menlo JC here.
LOCATION
The varsity will use the San
Jose Country Club for its home
contests and the JV’s will play
host at Hillview.

PORTAL’S BOXERS
VIE WITH GAELS

.mMINI.

4M. MM. 14Mair 0041M0.110.

EASTER
CARDS
BE SURE AND SEND
ONE TO MOM

Easter Candles
Easter Decorations
Easter Gifts

The

Galloping Gaels of St.
Mary’s will don their boxing
gloves tomorrow night for a dual
meet with the Spartan CCAA
champions in the Civic Auditorium at 8.
This Gael team is the first the
Moraga school has had since 1930.
In meets this season they have
defeated Humboldt state but lost
to the Cal Aggies and the Alameda air station.

Books and Stationery

LINDSAYS
77 So. First St.

PAUL HUDSONST.
CREDIT JEWELER 215 SOUTH FIRST

JC CAGERS PLAY

---A74eaketball Tournament at Compton college.
0
The two finalists will qualify

for the National Jaysee Tournament.
The favored teams included
Glendale, Metropolitan Conference champions; Visalia, Central
California Conference champions
with 12 straight league wins;
Snow college, Ephraim, Utah,
topping the Inter-Mountain Conference with a 9-1 record; Riverside, head of the Orange Empire
conference; and Compton, Western States leader and defending
champion.
First round games today match
Phoenix and Utah Branch Agri

9- 1

IT’S THE
S-0-fipt HOP

OFFICIAL SJS RINGS
JOHAN

M. MILLER

Orders must be placed
Rainbow

Paul Putnam

Ballroom

and His Orchestra
40=1111.11,

by March 15 for June delivery
EASY CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE
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Engineer Society
To Visit
PGE Sub-Station
Engineering society members
will have aspects of the current
power shortage explained to them
when they visit the main distributing sub-station of the P. G.
and E. company at Newark, Saturday, Allen Israelsen, adviser,
announced today.
"The sub-station to be visited is
the distributing point for all the
high-voltage lines coming from
hydro-electric plants in the Sierras," Israelsen explained, "and
provides power for the whole peninsula."
"The relationship between the
slowing of frequency to save
power and the consequent loss
of time by alarm clocks will be
explained to the group," Israelsen said.

Dr. Cavins Speaks
On Cosmetics

Wednesday, March 10, 1948

"New Look" Old
In Four Years
L0S
ANGELES. (UP)
Women’s skirt* will be up
above their knees again by 1952,
a costume expert stated.
Mrs. Louis Pinkney Sooy, art
professor, who teaches the history of costume design at University of California at Los Angeles, said the "new look" had
only four years to run.
"By that time, everybody will
be wearing long skirts," she
said. "Then the fashionable
thing will be to wear them
short." She thinks a lot of males
will mope for long skirts again
when they find out how many
girls have knobby knees.

Philosophy Club Meets
To Hear Paper Read
Members of the Philosophy club
will meet this Thursday evening
to hear a paper on the philosophy
of Bergson by Bill Knight, president of the club, announces Elmo
Robinson, adviser.

Dr. Gertrude Cavins will be
guest speaker today at the regular meeting of the Associated
Women Students. Dr. Cavins will
speak on cosmetics and its proper
use. A demonstration on how to
BETA CHI SIGMA: Meet tomake sun tan lotions, lipsticks and night in room 25 at 7:30.
other cosmetics will be given.
TFiI GAMMA: 162 S. 7th St.,
All women students are invited tonight at 8. Basketball today
by Virginia Luke, AWS publicity at 4:30 p.m.
chairman, to attend the meeting
PAN AMERICAN DAY steerin room 24 at 4:30 today.
ing committee meet in the Student Union today at 1:30.

Council Approves
Five Constitutions

Former Advisers
Presented Pins

Return Tickets

Brooks Walton, former adviser,
and Allen Israelsen, present adviser of the Engineering society,
were presented with the society’s
new pins at a business meeting
last Friday, in appreciation of
their interest and assistance to
Those approved were Alpha the group in the past.
Chi Omega and Eta Tau Rho.
Delta Zeta, Sigma Kappa and Social Affairs will be voted on at a
later date.
FOR SALE: 1937 Chevrolet
Radio and
coupe, new motor.
sealbeam lights. See Norman Jae
In ceramics lab or at apartment
82, Spartan City.
WANTED: Two girls want ride
Procedure necessary to com- to Salem, Ore., and back during
plete graduation plans will be spring vacation. Will share exgiven in the form of mimeo- penses. Contact in K box in
graphed memos to seniors in Coop.
Thursday’s orientation, states Bill
FOR SALE: 1947 Harley "45."
Ellsworth, senior class president. Full equipment, lots of chrome.
Memos have been prepared by See at 336 Guinda St., Palo Alto.
PA 7956.
a committee comprised of Elaine
FOR SALE: Woman’s medium
Kahn, Stella Barratto, Sal Milian,
and Ethel Dodge. Seniors not at- white bunny fur evening jacket.
tending orientation may obtain $15. Phone Col. 361-J between
their copies in the Business of- 5 and 7 p.m.
WANTED: Ride to Los Anfice, according to Ellsworth.
geles March 22. Will share expenses. Leave note in K box in
Coop.
FOR SALE: 1929 Model A
Ford roadster, convertible. Good
condition, new top, new seat cov"30" CLUB: Meet for LaTorre ers, new paint. Good tires. Call
12:50
in
Inner
picture today at
Mt. View 2645 after 5:30 p.m.
Quad.
FOR SALE: 1931 Model A
EDUCATION
STUDENTS Ford.
Good condition, sealbeam
planning to take Ed. 104-A, Ele- headlights. $5. Also late modmentary school curriculum and el Cushman Scooter, extras. Good
observation must pre-register im- condition. $200. Leave note in
mediately with Miss Armstrong B box in Coop. Col. 6188-J.
in room 161.
CAN TAKE two riders toward
Photo. 1, elementary photogra- Albuquerque via Las Vegas. Leave
phy lab. (7:10-10) TTh, S3, Lane March 18. Contact J. Webb at
has been changed to (11:30-2:20) Bal. 1545.
ROOM AND BOARD: For colMW.
lege girl in private home. Ample
privileges.
Reasonable.
Bal.
6226-J.
FOR SALE: Two electric razLOST: Pair of glasses in typ- ors. Leave note in D box in
ing room. Please return to In- Coop.
formation office.
FOR SALE: One record changLOST: Black Eversharp foun- er. Can be used in console or tatain pen, in room 157. Return to ble model. $15. Call at Apt. 16,
Information office.
Spartan City.
LOST: Parker "51" with blue SAVE MONEY: Cook your own
gray body and silver top. Return food;
modern, fully - equipped
to Information office.
kitchen available 25 hours a day.
LOST: Red leather wallet in Two single beds for men students.
women’s gym Friday night.
If Laundry privileges.
Call Col.
found, call Bal. 3062. Reward.
8952-W.
Five constitutions of campus
organizations passed over the
Student Connell table Monday
night as two were accepted and
three were set aside for Council
perusal until the next meeting
April 5.

Classified Ads

Seniors Receive
Graduation Memo

All students selling La Torre
tickets are asked by Editor
Betty Patnoe to turn in sill sold
and unsold tickets before final
week. If these tickets are not
turned in by that time they
will not be honored when the
book arrives in June, she declared.

Job Shop
Contact Miss Izetta Pritchard
in the Dean of Women’s office for
the following positions:
Wanted: A girl student to help
supervise and play music for a
nine-year-old girl one hour twice
a week. $1 per hour.
Wanted: A girl to do housework one day a week. 75 cents
per hour.
WANTED: A girl to answer
a telephone and take orders. Job
is permanent. 80 cents per hour.

Announcements

Housing To Be Discussed
By Planning Engineer
Possible housing for campus
fraternities and sororities will be
discussed by City Planning Engineer Michael J. Antonacci next
Wednesday at 3 o’clock in room
112 of.. the Natural Science buildlag.
A group of interested faculty
and alumnae members of fraternities and sororities asked the official to offer his opinions on the
issue.

SGO: Room 33 tonight at 7:30.
ORCHESIS: 4:30 today in the
Women’s gym.

NATURAL SCIENCE department has announced the following
changes in courses for spring
quarter:
Biology 22 labs conducted by
McCallum, Pisano and Buschke
accompany lectures given by McCallum. Biology 22 labs conducted by Rhodes and Hagarty accompany lectures given by Rhodes.
ALL FACULTY AND STAFF
will be guests of the Art, Speech,
and Education departments today
The three virtues of a woman: from 3 to 5 in romo 1 of the Art
Refreshments
will
be
Obey the father, obey the hus- wing.
served, and there will be exhibits.
band, obey the son.Chinese.

Lost and Found

At the home of

Spartan Bowlers
Fred "Duffy" hive, Mgr.
Men & Women’s P.E.
Classes held here.
WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara

Bal. 8423

. . It’s ART MOONEY’S hot arrangement of
"rm looking Over a Four leaf Clover"
(As MOM riaa

)

"Four leaf clover" has turned into a real four leaf
clover for ork-pilot, Art Mooney. His record is
keeping jukes in clover.
An experienced hand in the music bizArt follows
that famous experience rule in the choice of a
cigarette, too. "I’ve smoked many different brands
and compared," says Art, "and Camels suit me bese
Try Camels! Discover for yourself why, with
smokers who have tried and compared, Camels are
the "choice of experience"!

comisir

B. J. Reynolds Tohoero
Winston -84’10m. North GUAM

